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71.Expansion of 'etc' is ..............
a) extra
b) excestra
c) etcetera
d) elcerta

72.Find the odd one out.
a) Chirp
b) Twitter
c) Tweet
d) Twist

73.Let's play football, ....................
a) don't we?



b) shall we?
c) willn't you?
d) do we?

74.John is the man ............. saved the chil-
dren.

a) which
b) whom
c) who
d) whose

75.If I were you, I ...... jump off the rock.
a) wouldn't
b) will
c) would have
d) wouldn't have

76.Everybody claims to be right, .......
a) isn't it?
b) aren't they?
c) don't they?
d) won't they?

77.Calicut is .................... than Kannur.
a) further
b) fewer
c) furthest
d) farther

78.By June next year, she ........ her pro-
motion.

a) will have received
b) will receive
c) has received
d) received

79.When do you wish .........., now or later.
a) start
b) starting
c) to start
d) for start

80.'The rat race among the leaders is re-
volting' - means ...................

a) Corruption of leaders
b) Favouritism
c) Fierce competition for power
d) Corruption of people

81.This is the place ........... Gandhiji lived.
a) when
b) where

c) which
d) who

82.Thirunelli temple is in the banks of .......
Kabani river.

a) the
b) an
c) a
d) No article

83.Report the sentence 'We will pay for
the damage'.

a) We asked to pay for the damage
b) We offered for pay to the

damage
c) We offered to pay for the damages
d) none of the above

84.Ombrophobia related to ............
a) wind
b) storm
c) breeze
d) rain

85.Change into passive.
'Michu is singing a Western song'

a) A western song was been sung by
Michu

b) A western song was sung by
Michu

c) A western song was being by
Michu

d) None of the above
86.Which word is misspelt?

a) Defencible
b) Managable
c) Scoundral
d) Occupant

Question is wrong. Options (a), (b) and
(c) are misspelt.

87.Antonym of 'fickle' is ...............
a) Contract
b) Constant
c) Calm
d) Clear

88.He .......... to her until she agreed to
help.

a) made up



b) make in
c) make of
d) made in

89.Synonym of 'qui vive' is ..............
a) aloof
b) alight
c) alert
d) alone

90.A date or time before which a particu-
lar task must be finished is ..................

a) bottom line
b) red letter day
c) eleventh hour
d) deadline
















